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Abstract

Alignment of educational systems – learning standards, instruction, and assessments – is crucial to ensuring that the inferences made about what students know and can do based on evidence gathered through assessments are accurate (Cizek et al., 2018). With each reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA, 1965) comes changes to the components of an educational system that need to be shown to be aligned. And while assessments and standards have evolved, the most commonly used methods for assessing their alignment to one another have only modestly been adapted to meet changing needs (Polikoff, 2020). In this paper, we consider the processes and outcomes associated with various alignment methods, modifications to methods that have been made to address challenges of applying them to new assessment areas, and challenges that have yet to be addressed. While the review of literature presented here is extensive, it is not exhaustive. We note places throughout the paper where additional exploration could be beneficial for our alignment work.
Introduction

Alignment of educational systems – learning standards, instruction, and assessments – is crucial to ensuring that the inferences made about what students know and can do based on evidence gathered through assessments are accurate (Cizek et al., 2018). With each reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA, 1965) comes changes to the components of an educational system that need to be shown to be aligned. And while assessments and standards have evolved, the most commonly used methods for assessing their alignment to one another have only modestly been adapted to meet changing needs (Polikoff, 2020). Research does suggest that some efforts have been made toward advancing alignment methodologies, with a handful of recent studies describing new methodologies given challenges of applying existing methods to new assessments and innovative ways of conducting alignment studies.

In this paper, we consider the processes and outcomes associated with various alignment methods, modifications to methods that have been made to address challenges of applying them to new assessment areas, and challenges that have yet to be addressed. Additionally, we consider the costs – both human and financial – associated with current alignment methods and, in a future report, will consider ways that those costs might be lessened. Lastly, we will consider current WestEd alignment practices and how they might be reframed in light of concerns and innovations presented in recent research. While the review of literature presented here is extensive, it is not exhaustive. We note places throughout the paper where additional exploration could be beneficial for our alignment work.

Alignment Work at WestEd

WestEd has an established line alignment of work, with pamphlets describing the experience and expertise of staff conducting alignment studies for item-to-standards, standards-to-standards, and curriculum-to-standards alignments. WestEd has conducted item-to-standards alignment studies for more than 25 states and national organizations, many in fulfillment of federal peer review requirements. The methodology used largely addresses criteria established by Webb (1997, 2002, 2007), although the Surveys of Enacted Curriculum (SEC, Blank et al., 2001; Porter 2002) has also been used.

WestEd has conducted standards-to-standards alignment and evaluation studies for reading, mathematics, science, and social studies, as well as other academic content areas, such as the arts and humanities. In addition, WestEd has completed several standards-to-standards alignments for career and technical education (CTE) programs. The methodology used largely addresses criteria established by Achieve (2008, 2016).

WestEd has conducted alignment studies for curriculum developers in numerous content areas, including English language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies, as well as career and -
technical education (CTE) courses. The methodology used largely addresses the categorical concurrence criteria established by Webb (1997, 2002, 2007) and results in documentation of any areas of the academic content standards that are not covered by the curricula being analyzed.

WestEd’s commitment to supplying rigorous and innovative alignment services provides the motivation behind the analyses of alignment literature. The subsequent sections detail the history of alignment work and current directions that have the potential to inform WestEd’s alignment processes in the future.

A History of Alignment

Historically, research considering “alignment” was concerned with learning expectations and assessment items. This is reflected in Webb’s (1997) definition of alignment as “the degree to which expectations and assessments are in agreement and serve in conjunction with one another to guide the system toward students learning what they are expected to know and do” (p. 3). Over time, consideration has also been given to the content of instructional materials, instructional practices, and other components key to an effective educational system, including how these components work together to achieve desired outcomes. Currently, state educational systems consist of the components of concern in the 1990s – curriculum, assessment, and instruction – but within each component, the elements that define a coherent, valid, and reliable system have been expanded to include, among other elements, those who are consulted during standards development and the application of universal design for learning (UDL) principles in assessment design. Additionally, the administration of computer-adaptive assessments that serve as accountability measures reflects the increasing role that technology plays in assessment design and administration.

Alignment was not a new area of research in the 1990s as researchers explored the alignment of the intended curriculum, the enacted curriculum, and the assessed curriculum (Cohen, 1987). However, the focus of alignment research shifted with the 1994 reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA, 1965) – the Improving America’s Schools Act (IASA). A goal of IASA was to ensure that the academic standards that served as expectations for student learning aligned to the evidence gathered by the achievement tests taken by students. This goal was addressed through IASA’s Title I statute, which required – and still requires – states to develop assessments aligned to state standards and reporting systems that connect student performance to the standards.

To meet requirements under IASA, research supported by the National Science Foundation, the National Institute for Science Education at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, the National Center for Improving Science Education, and the Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) was conducted to develop a system for judging the alignment of academic standards and achievement tests (Webb, 2007). From this research, a set of criteria were developed. These
criteria, attributed to Norman Webb, comprise the most widely used alignment methods applied today.

Criteria for alignment of expectations and assessments: Webb

Norm Webb pioneered the systematizing of alignment work by developing a method to assess the degree of alignment between assessments and standards (1997, 1999). This method, referred to throughout this paper as “Webb,” was developed for alignment in mathematics and science but has been adapted for use to assess alignment in other content areas (e.g., Davis-Becker & Wiley, 2017; Impara et al., 2000; Tannenbaum et al., 2015). Implementation of Webb typically involves a two-part process. The first part of the process involves a panel composed of teachers and content specialists individually identifying the degree of match between the content standards and test items. The second part of the process involves analyzing the results of the participants' decisions to determine the sufficiency of the evidence in support of the criteria under consideration (Webb & Smithson, 1999).

The original methodology was designed so that panelists addressed five general categories or dimensions: content focus, articulation across grades and ages, equity and fairness, pedagogical implications, and systems applicability to judge alignment (Webb, 1997). However, modern alignment studies often limit the criteria that are explored given the needs of the study (Martone & Sireci, 2009) and the Webb Alignment Tool (Webb et al., 2005) has been constructed as an online system into which panelists' ratings can be entered and relevant statistics can be calculated.

Currently, four content criteria are most commonly the foci of alignment studies (e.g., Webb & Smithson, 1999; Lombardi, 2006; Webb et al., 2006; Wixson et al., 2002). These criteria are described below.

- Categorical concurrence is the degree to which standards and assessments consist of the same content categories. As initially established, this criterion was met when six or more items aligned to a given standard (Webb & Smithson, 1999; Webb, 2007). This criterion has been debated in the literature and could use further exploration.

- Depth of Knowledge (DOK) consistency considers the relationship between the level of cognitive demand of an item and its associated standard. This criterion is met when the DOK of more than half of the items aligned to a given standard is at or above the DOK level of the associated standard (Webb, 2007). Some researchers adapting Webb substitute Webb’s DOK model with a different measure of cognitive demand, such as Bloom’s Taxonomy (e.g., Lombardi, 2006) or Cook’s (2006) six-stage model of depth of knowledge (e.g., Roach et al., 2010).

- Range of knowledge correspondence addresses whether the breadth of subject matter addressed in the standards is reflected in the assessment. This criterion is met when at least 50% of the standards have at least one item aligned to each (Webb, 2007).
• Balance of representation is the degree to which there is a balance of content coverage across test items (Polikoff et al., 2011). This criterion is met when the difference in the proportion of assessed standards and the proportion of items aligned to a standard is greater than 0.7 (Li & Sireci, 2005).

Webb and adaptations of Webb were used to conduct alignments in the context of IASA and at a time when test publishers were touting their products as standards-aligned when what was really being measured by assessments were the knowledge and skills students developed in the classroom. Adaptations to existing alignment methods were needed when criteria from an original method were not applicable to the content or context being studied. For example, Wixson and colleagues (2002) determined that categorical concurrence was not an appropriate criterion for elementary reading because states do not always consistently apply categories of content across reading standards and assessments. However, they determined that consideration of the coverage of learning objectives by test items would be a way to evaluate whether each objective was measured by at least one item.

Explorations into the impact of reviewer agreement when implementing Webb have also been conducted. For example, Webb and colleagues (2006) examined how alignment results shifted when a minimum level of reviewer agreement on a match was needed for a match to be identified (e.g., agreement that an item aligned to an objective) resulted in different pictures of the alignment of standards and assessments.

Including instruction in the analysis: The Surveys of Enacted Curriculum (SEC)

Around the same time as Webb’s alignment method was gaining momentum, a method that considered instruction as a component of evaluation was developed. The Surveys of Enacted Curriculum (SEC, Polikoff et al., 2011; Porter, 2002) helps to gather information about standards, assessments, and instruction (Martone & Sireci, 2009), considering the alignment between what is taught in the classroom, what is assessed, and the level of cognitive demand for relevant tasks (Roach et al., 2005). Since curricula are aligned to the standards to varying degrees and instruction impacts student opportunity to learn, exploring the relationship between curriculum, instruction, and assessments helps to contextualize student achievement (Vockley & Lang, 2009).

The instructional component of the analysis is provided through teacher self-report data about their practice and instructional materials used; therefore, accurate reporting by teachers is essential to the results of the evaluation (Porter, 2002). Each component of the analysis (curriculum, instruction, and standards) is rated by content and cognitive demand, allowing for comparison of the intended curriculum, the enacted curriculum, and the assessed curriculum (Forte, 2017). The results of the analyses can be displayed in graphs similar to heat maps, allowing for visualization of alignment strengths (see Porter, 2002). These maps can provide...
information about instructional emphases and opportunity to learn in the evaluation of student achievement (Cizek et al., 2018).

A significant difference between SEC and Webb is that SEC does not have criteria that define adequate alignment (Polikoff et al., 2011). Instead, comparisons are done based on the strengths of the ratings. However, like Webb, SEC has been constructed as an online system into which ratings can be entered and analyzed.¹

SEC has been used across content areas – in mathematics (e.g., Achieve, 2006, 2010b; Newton & Kasten, 2013), science (e.g., Porter et al., 2007), and English language arts (ELA, e.g., Atchison et al., 2022). Other methods for analyzing the relationship between learning objectives, instructional activities, instructional materials, and test items were developed at this time. For example, the Taxonomy Table (Anderson, 2002) considered student opportunity to learn the content of an assessment by determining the cognitive complexity of the factual, conceptual, procedural, and metacognitive knowledge of each component being analyzed using the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). The Taxonomy Table, which consists of a completed table for each component under consideration, is adaptable across content areas.

**Considering quality: Achieve**

The Achieve methodology ([Achieve], Rothman et al., 2002) was designed specifically to provide information to states about the quality of their educational systems as a path to creating fair and balanced educational systems. The analysis considers the extent to which a test blueprint, item objectives, and test items are related to the standards. The four criteria that are the foci of Achieve alignment studies are described below.

- Content centrality is the degree of match between the content of a test question and the content of its associated standard (Forte, 2017; Rothman et al., 2002).
- Performance centrality is the degree of match between the cognitive demand of an item and the cognitive demand of its associated standard (Achieve, 2006).
- Challenge encompasses both source of challenge (i.e., where the difficulty of the item stems from) and level of challenge (i.e., performance level an item requires). Challenge issues arise when something other than the content focus of the item provides a challenge to students and when there is a lack of variety across items at the same level of difficulty (Achieve, 2006).
- Balance and range encompass the degree of match between the content emphasis of the assessment and the content standards and the representation of the breadth of the

¹ More information about SEC as an online tool can be found at the Center for Curriculum Analysis website: https://curriculumanalysis.org/products-SEC.asp
standards across the content of the assessment, respectively (Martone & Sireci, 2009; Rothman et al., 2002).

Forte (2017) describes an additional criterion for this model – accuracy of the test blueprint. To meet this criterion, each test item must be aligned to at least one content standard.

The result of the analyses is a holistic evaluation of the alignment between items and standards through summaries of evidence for each criterion (Martone & Sireci, 2009; Polikoff et al., 2011). Like SEC, Achieve does not have criteria that define adequate alignment. However, the qualitative and quantitative data that address assessment-to-standards alignment and assessment quality provide useful information for states, districts, and teachers (Martone & Sireci, 2009).

**A shift in federal requirements leads to reform**

IASA was passed at a time when states were not typically developing assessments aligned to their standards. Most states at the time had standards by grade band and not by grade level. It wasn’t until No Child Left Behind (NCLB) – the 2002 reauthorization of ESEA – was passed that all states started to develop more specific standards that often indicated the content that would be assessed on federally-mandated assessments (Reys et al., 2005).

As federal requirements became more stringent, alignment methodologies were adjusted to meet criteria for an aligned educational system (Case & Zucker, 2005). Research during the NCLB era focused on the alignment of test items to newly developed state standards. For example, Lombardi (2006) provided a report for federal peer review that used Webb to conduct an alignment study of Minnesota assessments and standards for mathematics; Polikoff and colleagues (2011) used SEC to explore the relationships between state standards in ELA, math, and science and corresponding state assessments, considering the nature of any misalignments; and Lane (2006) studied the alignment of locally administered mathematics and reading assessments and quality assessment criteria for Nebraska, a state that utilized a school-based, teacher-led assessment and reporting system until 2018 when the state transitioned to state-level assessments.

**National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)**

The National Assessment of Educational Progress is a congressionally mandated assessment administered to a sample of U.S. students and whose results describe what a typical student knows and can do in the subject area test administered. Under NCLB (2002), states receiving Title I funds for disadvantaged students must administer NAEP at grades 4 and 8 in ELA and mathematics. NAEP results are reported at the state level for states that choose to administer NAEP. For these states, comparisons can be made between NAEP and state assessments (Riddle, 2005).
Research on the relationship between NAEP and state assessments was occurring prior to NCLB. For example, Sanford and Fabrizio (1999) examined the framework, specifications, and test items from North Carolina grade 8 end-of-year assessments and the NAEP grade 8 assessments. This research was conducted as part of a NAEP redesign with a goal of helping states and others link their assessments with NAEP and use NAEP data to improve student outcomes. Post-NCLB, Daro and colleagues (2007) conducted an external validity study that included exploring the coverage and skill content of the NAEP framework in relation to state and international assessments, finding that, in general, NAEP content choices were comparable to those made by states and international organizations.

Research has continued to guide states on ways that they can link their assessments to NAEP. For example, Vockley and Lang (2009) describe a combination of methods (SEC, HumRRO, and the NAEP ESSI Procedural Manual) that can be used to examine the relationship between NAEP and state assessments.

As NAEP is a measure of what U.S. students typically know and are able to do, NAEP research has evolved as the political context within which NAEP is administered has shifted. For example, following the need to show that NAEP is an aligned assessment system, Blank and Smithson (2010) used SEC to examine NAEP items and corresponding item specifications. Additionally, Daro and colleagues (2015) examined the relationship between NAEP mathematics items and the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for mathematics, considering content alignment for standards at or below the grade level assessed on NAEP. Table 1 presents information about alignment methods and documents analyzed for studies involving NAEP.

Table 1. Alignment Studies Involving NAEP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Alignment Method</th>
<th>Unit(s) of Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blank &amp; Smithson (2010)</td>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>NAEP student assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daro et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Item-to-Standards</td>
<td>NAEP mathematics item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vockley &amp; Lang (2009)</td>
<td>HumRRO; SEC; NAEP ESSI</td>
<td>Standards, Assessment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Text inside brackets indicates the framework used for examining cognitive complexity.

---

2 Appendix A presents information about alignment methods and documents analyzed for content area focused alignment studies.
College readiness: Pre-Common Core

Alignment research during the NCLB era extended to exploring the relationship between state standards and student preparedness for college. For example, ACT (2022) linked ACT assessments to Arizona state standards and Achieve (2006) examined the content of college placement tests in relationship to Washington’s mathematics standards. Alignment analyses between college entrance exams (e.g., ACT, SAT) and state standards continue to be conducted (e.g., Christopherson & Webb, 2018; Clough & Montgomery, 2015; Nemeth et al., 2016).

National Standards

The Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English language art/literacy and mathematics were released in 2010 and subsequently adopted by 46 states. Two assessment consortia were established to develop assessments measuring the CCSS—the Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC) and the Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC)—and states that adopted the CCSS aligned themselves with one of the two consortia. The process for developing the CCSS-aligned assessments took many years, and before the first operational administration of the assessments, many states had left their originally chosen consortia.

Prior to operational administrations of the SBAC and PARCC assessments, new lines of alignment research were underway that explored the relationship between existing standards/benchmarks and the CCSS (Achieve, 2010a, 2010b; College Board, 2010). Researchers continue to explore the relationship between existing assessments and the CCSS (Achieve, 2018; Dynamic Measurement Group, Inc., 2018), the consortia assessments and the CCSS (HumRRO, 2016; Schultz et al., 2016), and the content of Advanced Placement courses and the CCSS (Hart et al., 2011). Additionally, in anticipation of a call for alignment research focused on the CCSS, Newton and Katsten (2013) analyzed standards and assessments using Webb and SEC, comparing the results from each.

Even as states have moved away from the 2010 CCSS as their state standards, many standards documents are still closely aligned to the CCSS. Assessment vendors who want to present their products to states as aligned to state standards, and thereby for use by states to meet their assessment needs, have brought external evaluators in to examine the alignment of standards and test items (e.g., edMetric, LLC., 2020). Researchers are also exploring the relationship between the CCSS and international assessments (e.g., PISA, OECD, 2013), and Porter and colleagues (2011) used SEC to compare the CCSS to existing state standards, international standards, state assessments, and teacher reports of practice.

The Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) were released in 2013. Dickinson and colleagues (2020) adapted Webb to examine the relationship between test items and the NGSS. Results from the study suggest that the California Science Assessment (CAST) meets Link to Standards, Range Adequacy, and Multidimensional Adequacy criteria at each assessed grade level, but only
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partially meets Depth of Knowledge Adequacy criteria at grade 8 and high school and Balance of Knowledge criteria at grade 8.

Fulmer and colleagues (2018) noted that the foci of science alignment studies in the NGSS-era vary (e.g., performance expectations, dimensions, adapted rubrics and frameworks) making it difficult to compare curriculum materials and science assessments. A move to aid the evaluation of instructional materials stems from a joint effort by WestEd, BSCS Science Learning, and Achieve, who developed an online professional learning program to support science materials evaluation.³

The Current Political Climate

Along with the passing of IASA came the first guidelines for establishing alignment within an educational system, which have evolved to meet changes to requirements by NCLB and ESSA. Currently, the 2015 reauthorization of ESEA – the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) – requires each state to administer: (1) reading/language arts and mathematics assessments and corresponding alternate assessments based on alternate academic achievement standards (AA-AAS) annually in grades 3-8 and once in high school; (2) science assessments and corresponding AA-AAS at least once in each of these grade spans: 3-5, 6-9, and 10-12; and (3) English language proficiency (ELP) assessments annually in grades K-12 (USDoE, 2018).

As part of the requirements of ESSA, states are required to undergo federal peer review—“the process through which a State demonstrates the technical soundness of its assessment system” (USDoE, 2018, p. 4). Submissions for federal peer review must include a report showing the alignment of tests to their test blueprints and evidence that test blueprints reflect the depth and breadth of the associated standards. For CAT assessments, alignment reports also need to address the item pool’s sufficiency to meet the test blueprint, the balance of content represented by the item pool, and the cognitive complexity and range of item difficulty for each standard assessed.

Apart from the required assessments listed above, other assessments to be submitted for peer review, should states choose to administer them, are: (1) alternate English language proficiency assessments (AELPAs) for English learners (ELs) who are students with the most significant cognitive disabilities in grades K-12; (2) locally selected, nationally recognized high school academic assessments, (3) assessments used for 8th-grade mathematics students taking a high school credit-bearing course, (4) assessments in an EL student’s native language, and (5) assessments in a Native American language. Additionally, states must show that their standards align with entry-level state public college coursework requirements and relevant state career and technical education standards.

³ See Virtual NextGen Time: https://www.nextgentimepl.org/home
The established methodologies of Webb (1997), SEC (Polikoff et al., 2011; Porter, 2002), and Achieve (Rothman et al., 2002) have been recommended by the CCSSO (2002) for use in alignment studies. However, these early and most frequently used methods for determining the alignment of educational systems were not developed to account for the variety of assessments required to be submitted for federal peer review. In the section that follows, we describe in greater detail adapted methods and new methods developed to meet the needs of states submitting their assessments for federal peer review.

**New Methods**

Newer alignment methods developed independently of existing methods have been developed and used to explore the alignment of modern educational systems (e.g., Cizek et al., 2018; Davis-Becker & Buckendahl, 2013; Kulm et al., 2005; Peltier et al., 2021). Additionally, existing methods continue to be adapted to show alignment of educational systems developed for special populations of students.

**Students with significant disabilities**

Federal legislation impacts all students, including those with the most significant disabilities, as ESSA requires the assessment of all students. However, students with significant disabilities (SWSD) are not properly assessed with traditional assessment methods (e.g., pencil and paper examinations). Addressing the need to fairly assess SWSD led to the development of alternate assessments—assessments with accommodations appropriate to a test taker’s individual needs—as a means of school reform and increased accountability (Flowers et al., 2007; Roach et al., 2005). Alternate assessments are more flexible than large-scale assessments, allowing for greater opportunities to capture evidence of the knowledge and skills of SWSD (Flowers et al., 2007). For example, an alternate assessment may be a modified version of the general education assessment, data collected from observations, or examples of student performance over time (Thompson et al., 2005; Tindal, 2005).

Though these tests assess the same grade level content as general education assessments, alternate assessments align to alternate achievement standards (AA-AAS), which present expectations at a lower level of complexity than the general education standards. The characteristics of alternate assessments require additional considerations when assessing alignment. Consequently, alignment methodologies have been developed to specifically address the alignment between alternate assessments and content standards (Flowers et al., 2007).

---

4 A fourth alignment method – Council for Basic Education (CBE) – was also recommended by the CCSSO (2002). However, a detailed description of the CBE method could not be located.
Links for Academic Learning (LAL) is an alignment methodology designed for use with alternate assessments and alternate content standards. This method was developed to assess the degree of match between alternate assessments and their corresponding standards and to address gaps that existed when applying traditional alignment methods given the unique characteristics of SWSD and AA-AAS (Flowers et al., 2007).

LAL is an adaptation of Webb and SEC that examines criteria from Webb (e.g., DOK, range and balance) and employs the Curriculum Indicators Survey (CIS), which is a modified version of SEC that collects information about teacher- and school-level factors that impact student learning. Additional foci of analyses include equity, fairness, impact of pedagogical choices, and differentiation. The result of an LAL alignment study is detailed information on each criterion that describes the alignment of alternate assessments, alternate content standards, and teacher instructional practice (Flowers et al., 2007).

Researchers have used LAL by itself or in conjunction with another alignment method to explore the relationship between alternate assessments, alternate achievement standards, and even the CCSS. Table 2 presents information about alignment methods and documents analyzed for studies involving AA-AAS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Alignment Method</th>
<th>Unit(s) of Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nemeth et al. (2011)</td>
<td>LAL</td>
<td>Test items, alternate content standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peltier et al. (2021)</td>
<td>Unique, but includes LAL</td>
<td>Assessment items, extended content standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roach et al. (2005)</td>
<td>Webb</td>
<td>Alternate assessment, content standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thacker et al. (2018)</td>
<td>Adapted Webb and LAL</td>
<td>Alternate achievement standards, CCSS, test items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tindal (2005)</td>
<td>Webb</td>
<td>Performance tasks, portfolios, alternate standards</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
English language learners

Researchers have used Webb to explore the alignment between English Language Proficiency (ELP) standards and corresponding assessments. However, the DOK criteria from Webb cannot be applied during the alignment process due to the linguistic complexity associated with ELP standards. CCSSO (2012) describes this complexity as a connection between the content of language standards and cognitive complexity. To address the “linguistic hierarchy that forms the foundation of ELP standards” (Johnson, 2005, p. 3), DOK is often replaced by an examination of Linguistic Difficulty Levels (LDLs, Cook, 2006), which correspond to the ways that non-native speakers of English acquire language. Table 3 presents information about alignment methods and documents analyzed for studies involving ELP standards.

Table 3. Alignment Studies Involving ELP Standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Alignment Method</th>
<th>Unit(s) of Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kaplan (2016)</td>
<td>Unique - Descriptive</td>
<td>World language standards and assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papageorgiou et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Webb</td>
<td>Language assessments (TOEFL Primary tests), English as a foreign language (EFL) curricula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thacker et al. (2021)</td>
<td>Adapted Webb [Linguistic Difficulty Levels]</td>
<td>California ELPA Standards and assessments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Text inside brackets indicates the framework used for examining cognitive complexity.

As ESSA requires that state ELP standards have comparable language demands to the state mathematics and science standards (USDoE, 2018), researchers have examined the link between ELP standards and general education standards (e.g., Bailey et al. 2022; CCSSO, 2012; Christopherson & Webb, 2015; WestEd, 2015). Support in the development and review of ELP standards and assessments has been provided by the Assessment and Accountability Comprehensive Center (2009) which used research on quality standards and assessments in general, and research on how students learn English as a second language specifically, to create a framework that can be implemented at any point in the development or review process.
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**Early Childhood**

Achieving greater alignment in education systems, including early childhood systems, is important for promoting continuity across educational settings (Shuey et al., 2019). Increasingly, efforts have been focused on including early childhood education in accountability initiatives (Roach et al., 2010). The National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC) and the National Association of Early Childhood Specialists in State Departments of Education (NAECS/SDE, 2003) recommend that early childhood education systems be comprehensive systems of curriculum and assessment supported by appropriate learning standards and program standards that improve young children’s school readiness. However, early childhood educational systems are often misaligned (Whitaker et al., 2022), presenting a great need for examples of aligned systems and methods for aligning systems.

As with the variability of early childhood educational systems, there is not a common method for examining the alignment of an early childhood system. While Roach and colleagues (2010) adapted Webb to examine the relationship between early childhood assessments and kindergarten standards, Davidson and Egan (2020) adapted LAL to show strong alignment between components of a state-level early childhood educational system. Additionally, Litkowski and colleagues (2020) used statistical methods to examine the alignment between preschool students’ numeracy performance in relation to CCSS and state-level early learning standards. However, the results of this study suggested misalignment between evidence of student knowledge and skills and those measured by the standards. See Table 4 for more information on these studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Alignment Method</th>
<th>Unit(s) of Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Davidson &amp; Egan (2020)</td>
<td>LAL</td>
<td>Test items (SKBs, SKB Levels), standards (Foundations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litkowski et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Unique - Statistical analyses</td>
<td>Standards, measures of counting and cardinality, numeracy subtests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Text inside brackets indicates the framework used for examining cognitive complexity.*
Other Alignment Foci

Alignment is important to the coherence of an educational system (Vockley & Lang, 2009), with existing, modified, and new alignment procedures applied to a multitude of systems. The following list shows a variety of contexts in which alignment has been studied.

- State high school assessments to standards for success in entry-level university courses (Brown & Conley, 2007)
- The Praxis Performance Assessment for Teachers with the Interstate Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium (InTASC) model core teaching standards (Reese et al., 2015)
- World language standards and assessments (Kaplan, 2016)
- Content of state assessments to each other through the CCSS (Blank & Adams, 2018)
- The Praxis Performance Assessment for Teachers with Praxis content knowledge test specifications for social studies (Educational Testing Service [ETS], 2019)
- Learning objectives and assessments in college courses (Bae et al. (2019)
- Curricula to Revised Bloom’s (Yilmaz & Oner Sunker, 2021)

Challenges

While work is being done to ensure that the requirements of peer review can be met and that educational systems are valid and coherent, there are still challenges associated with conducting alignment studies that have yet to be overcome, some of which cannot be overcome due to constraints in the political processes associated with alignment. In the subsections that follow, we present several challenges posed by researchers.

Changing education landscape

Beginning with Webb and continuing through today, the policy contexts within which alignment of educational systems are examined is ever changing. Federal requirements frequently shift, requiring a change in the alignment review process or a component of the educational system needing to be reviewed. State policies also shift, with some states requiring rigorous high school exit exams and others administering less rigorous tests of college and career readiness (Ananda, 2003). Additionally, advancements in our understandings of how people learn, expansion of content areas being taught or assessed, and the evolution of technology—both as a tool for learning and assessment and as a tool for analyzing assessment data—have changed the processes involved in evaluating alignment (Fulmer et al., 2018; Webb 1997; Wixson et al., 2002).
Interpretation of policies

The lack of a common language when talking about or implementing policies poses a challenge to the evaluation of educational systems. At the most basic level, interpretation of standards is often inconsistent and the operationalization of the content of the standards in assessments often differs across systems. (Martone & Sireci, 2009; Rothman et al., 2002; Webb, 1997; Wixson et al., 2002). Complicating the review of systems is a lack of clarity on what is needed to meet federal peer review guidelines. For example, ESSA requires that assessments “address the depth and breadth” of the corresponding state standards (USDoE, 2018, p. 24), and while some clarification of what is meant by “depth and breadth” is provided, greater specificity is needed to guide the evaluation process.

Limitations of evidence

While ESSA requires assessment to “cover all of the knowledge and skills [of the standards] over a period of time” (USDoE, 2018, p. 25), some content standards are not easily measured, if at all measurable, forcing states to make policy decisions about what to include in their standards and on their assessments (Ananda, 2003; Martone & Sireci, 2009; Resnick & Zurawsky, 2002; Way & Croft, 2020). Researchers tend to agree that “[i]t is improbable that a single assessment instrument will provide the breadth of coverage necessary for an aligned system” (La Marca et al., 2000, p. 18). Others suggest the need to supplement traditional alignment evidence with information about the design and development of the educational system (Wixson et al., 2002). Additionally, shifting test forms might result in some test forms that are more aligned to the standards than others (Fulmer, 2010), leading to additional challenges, such as a need to consider how many test forms to include in an evaluation to achieve the level of alignment necessary to meet federal peer review.

Study designs and alignment methodologies

In general, the design of an alignment study and implementation of the design is challenging. Differences in design can lead to different results, which is especially concerning when the same assessment is being evaluated using different alignment methodologies (Herman et al., 2005; Kaira, 2010; Polikoff, 2020; Way & Croft, 2020; Wixson et al., 2002). Additionally, changes in the testing landscape (e.g., computer-adaptive testing) present a need for new methods to capture the full picture of alignment (Gallagher, 2016).

Components under review

Frequently, several documents need to be reviewed to gather a complete picture of the educational system under evaluation (Webb, 1997; Wixson et al., 2002). The complexities of some components (e.g., language in ELP assessments, Standards for Mathematical Practice) call for new and more complex review processes (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development [OECD], 2013; Porter et al., 2007). Additionally, the quality of these documents
influences the result of the analysis, and results showing a system is aligned do not equate to the quality of the system (Newton & Kasten, 2013; Porter et al., 2007).

**The human factor**

Among the challenges associated with alignment studies presented in the literature, the most commonly mentioned, and likely the most costly, is the involvement of humans in the evaluation process. Current methodologies require educational judgments, necessitating training and calibration to support a common understanding of the processes and procedures by participants. The knowledge and skills of the participants are just as important as the design of the methodology used during the study in achieving consistent results (Case et al., 2004; Herman et al., 2005; Martone & Sireci, 2009; Polikoff, 2020; Tannenbaum et al., 2015; Webb, 1997). Additionally, the complexity of some methods results in a great deal of time and cognitive effort on the part of participants (Kaira, 2010; Porter, 2002).

**Innovations**

Some progress has been made to support the development of an aligned system and expand the ways that alignment studies are conducted or that evaluation of alignment studies occurs. While further examination into innovations is needed, and more detailed descriptions of methods are needed here, several methods suggested for use are listed below.

- Matching standards to student performance (Kaira, 2010)
- Automated classifications (Sheehan et al., 2010)
- Automated construction of aligned assessments (Porter et al., 2013)
- Using machine learning to investigate textual congruence (Anderson et al., 2020)
- Automated data mining or text scraping (Polikoff, 2020)

**Next Steps**

Forte (2017) reminds us that, as researchers, the lens through which we view alignment should not be the peer review process but The Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing (The Standards; AERA/APA/NCME, 2014). The Standards define alignment as “[t]he degree to which the content and cognitive demands of test questions match targeted content and cognitive demands described in the test specifications” (p. 216). In the next part of our review, we will explore what it means to take a Standards view of alignment, including how a Standards lens has the potential to address issues of cognitive complexity in the alignment process and how a Standards lens might support a coherent alignment methodology that is defensible while also being efficient.
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## Appendix. Content Area Focused Alignment Studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Alignment Method</th>
<th>Unit(s) of Analysis</th>
<th>Content Area(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Achieve (2018)</td>
<td>Achieve</td>
<td>ACT and CCSS</td>
<td>ELA and Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieve (2010b)</td>
<td>Achieve</td>
<td>California and Massachusetts state math standards and the CCSS</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT (2022)</td>
<td>Unique</td>
<td>Assessment, AZ standards</td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson (2002)</td>
<td>Unique [Bloom’s]</td>
<td>Instructional objectives, instructional activities, formal and informal assessments</td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atchison et al. (2022)</td>
<td>Adapted SEC</td>
<td>Content of instruction, state standards</td>
<td>ELA and Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bae et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Unique</td>
<td>Learning objectives, course assessment items</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Alignment Method</td>
<td>Unit(s) of Analysis</td>
<td>Content Area(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D’Agostino et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Unique</td>
<td>Arizona math standards and corresponding test items</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis-Becker &amp; Wiley (2017)</td>
<td>Adapted Webb</td>
<td>WI standards, ACT standards, ACT test items</td>
<td>ELA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dickinson et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Adapted Webb</td>
<td>California science test and NGSS</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EdMetric (2020)</td>
<td>Webb</td>
<td>Transcend item pool and CCSS</td>
<td>ELA and Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Borrows from Webb, Porter, SEC, Achieve, WestEd, the Education Policy Improvement Center (EPIC), the Center for Assessment</td>
<td>CCSS, AP course materials</td>
<td>ELA and Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO, 2016)</td>
<td>HumRRO</td>
<td>Smarter Balanced test blueprints and specifications, test items, and the CCSS</td>
<td>ELA and Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Alignment Method</td>
<td>Unit(s) of Analysis</td>
<td>Content Area(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impara et al. (2000)</td>
<td>Adapted Webb</td>
<td>Norm-referenced test items, NE’s language arts content standards</td>
<td>ELA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa Testing program (2017)</td>
<td>Adapted Webb</td>
<td>The Iowa tests and the CCSS</td>
<td>ELA and Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nemeth et al. (2016)</td>
<td>HumRRO</td>
<td>SAT, CCSS</td>
<td>ELA and Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD, 2013)</td>
<td>Unique</td>
<td>PISA test items and the CCSS-M</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pemberton et al. (2006)</td>
<td>Powerful writing</td>
<td>Formative writing assessments</td>
<td>ELA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polikoff &amp; Porter (2014)</td>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>Instruction, standards, tests</td>
<td>ELA and Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polikoff et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Adapted SEC</td>
<td>Mathematics textbook topics and CCSS</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Alignment Method</td>
<td>Unit(s) of Analysis</td>
<td>Content Area(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter et al. (2007)</td>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>Mathematics and science standards, assessments, and instruction</td>
<td>Mathematics and Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter et al. (2011)</td>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>State and international standards, CCSS, reports of teacher practice</td>
<td>ELA and Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renaissance Learning (2011)</td>
<td>Unique</td>
<td>TN Standards and Product Skills</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone &amp; Wylie (2019)</td>
<td>Achieve</td>
<td>Test design documentation and test items</td>
<td>ELA and Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tannenbaum et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Adapted Webb</td>
<td>CBAL tasks (through-year assessment items) and CCSS ELA standards</td>
<td>ELA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasavada et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Borrows from Webb, Porter, SEC, Achieve, WestEd, the Education Policy Improvement Center (EPIC), the Center for Assessment</td>
<td>Skill categories for tests, CCSS</td>
<td>ELA and Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Alignment Method</td>
<td>Unit(s) of Analysis</td>
<td>Content Area(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welch et al. (2016)</td>
<td>AIR Protocol (found in Appendix A of the report)</td>
<td>Teacher evaluation rubrics, teaching practices associated with CCSS-aligned standards</td>
<td>Any</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wixson et al. (2002)</td>
<td>Adapted Webb</td>
<td>Elementary reading state standards and assessments</td>
<td>ELA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yilmaz &amp; Oner Sunkur (2021)</td>
<td>Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy</td>
<td>Science objectives, instructional activities, assessment items</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Text inside brackets indicates the framework used for examining cognitive complexity.